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ON A TAUBERIAN THEOREM OF WIENER AND PITT

Abstract. N. Wiener and H. R. Pitt established a tauberian

theorem which is "intermediate" between that of Wiener and

Ikehara on one hand and a theorem of Hardy and Littlewood on

the other. A new proof of the Wiener-Pitt theorem is given, using a

technique of Bochner.

N. Wiener and H. R. Pitt established in [6] a tauberian theorem which

is "intermediate" between that of Wiener and Ikehara on one hand and

a theorem of Hardy and Littlewood on the other. Let a e (0, 1) and

B > 0. Let C = C(a, B) be the curve in the complex plane given by

From a one sided boundedness condition on a function plus an L\

hypothesis upon its Laplace transform along the curve G, it is proved that

the function has a small integral over certain intervals. A result of this

type had been conjectured by J. Karamata and a special case (a = J)

was given by V. G. Avakumovic [1].

The proof of Wiener and Pitt was quite intricate. Another version

appears in Pitt's book [3, pp. 135-138], but that proof is valid if and only

if a ^    This is so because Pitt assumes that

and this inequality is valid for all real u precisely when a ^ \ (cf. [2] and

[4]). The object of the present paper is to give a shorter proof of the

theorem. We shall use a Bochner type argument, integrating along line

segments a + it, —X ̂  t ^ X, where we take a = L/x, X = \B'cf =

^B'Ux-*. The number L will be chosen later and will be independent of x,

and B' = min (B, 1). We formulate the theorem substantially as in [3].
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Theorem. Let s be a real measurable function that is supported in

(0, oo), bounded from below, and satisfies $ \s(y)\ e~"v dy < oo for all

positive a. For Re co > 0, define

fco

S(co)=jo e-°»s(y)dy

and assume that

lim f
e->0+ J

\S(co + e) - S(co)\ \dto\ - 0,

where the integration is taken over any bounded arc of C. Then for any A > 0,

lim
2Axx Jx

x+Ax"

s(y) dy = 0.
X~* OO

Since j has no support near zero, S(ca) vanishes exponentially as Re co ->

co. This fact plus the Lx limit hypothesis guarantee both the absolute

integrability of S along all of C and the validity of Cauchy's formula.

Thus, for i?i ^ A we can write

S(z) dz
S(a + it) --L

Im Je
If we set

Je z — o — it

/sin Xy/2\2

we have the following familiar Parseval formula (cf. [5, p. 84])

(*)        £ (l - y) eitxS(a + it) dt = j\(x - y)e-°vs(y) dy.

Let 9?(x) denote the left-hand side of (*) (recalling that o and X are func-

tions of x). We begin by establishing a type of Riemann-Lebesgue lemma.

Lemma 1.

lim cp(x) = 0.
X-*co

Proof. Expressing S(o + it) by the Cauchy formula and inverting the

integration order, we have

'* (1
<p(x)

■ — it

Let y_Lx denote the inner integral, and integrate it by parts.

J-a J-a ix l(

(l - MM); sgnf

ix l(z — o- — i'O     A(z — a — it)

< I P        dt X fa
~ x J-a Iz — o- — ill2    Ax J-a |z — <r — it
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Write z = u + iv. If \v\ ^ %B'o*, then

|z - a - it\ gj \Jm'(z -9t 'Ol ̂  P'^74

and fiA = o(l) as x -> co. If |v| < f .BV, then 0 <; u < QB'ffl'o and

|z - <r - it\2 = (w - o-)2 + (i> - 02 = c2o-2 + (» - 02.

where c2 = 1 - (3ß'/4)1/a > 0. Thus, in this case

1 J—A I       X J-oo C2(T2 + t2      AX CCT

Now express j"e as the integral over Gx = {zEC:|Imz| < |5'o-a} plus

the integral over C2 = G — C, and note that J"eJ5(z)| \dz\ -*■ 0 as 1/x (and

hence tr) tends to 0, while the same integral over C2 is uniformly bounded.

Thus 9?(x) —>- 0 as x —>- oo   □.

The next lemma shows s to be bounded "on the average." It is essential

for the estimation of I2 and 74 at the conclusion of the article that the

number ß may be arbitrarily small and that the number cx not depend on ß.

Lemma 2. There is a number cu which depends only on s, and for any

number ß > 0 there is a number Xß, which increases with \jß, such that,

for all x 2: Xß,

(Ißx*)-1        Ky)\ dy ^ cx.
Jx-ßx"

Proof. By the hypothesis of the theorem, s(y) ^ —k for some k and

hence \s(j)\ <; s(y) + 2k. We set L = (2/5'^)1/a (just for the proof of this

lemma) and have a = Ljx, X = \B'ax = (ßx")"1. Then

(ein 1\2 7 fx+UX

5^) exp{-ffx-<r/A}M \s(y)\dy

hx(x - y)e-°y{s(y) + 2k} dy = <p(x) + 2k    h,(x - y)e~ay dy
o Jo

^ \cp{x)\ + 2k exp {-ax + XeL/X} hx(x - y) dy
J\y-x\<eLIX

+ 2k hx(x — y) dy
J\v-x\^eLIX

^ \<p(x)\ + 2k exp {—L + ßLe^-1} + I6ke-L < 20ke~L

provided that x is large enough so that | <p(x)\ ̂  ke~L, exp {ßLeLxx~~1} ̂ f.

Thus

-A \s{y)\dy^-f^T-^V{ßLxx-1}
2 Jx-iix 8(sin J)

^ 12fc =: cx
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provided x is large enough so that exp {ßLx"-1} ^ V (sin |)2.

Since ßL and e1" -*■ co with l Iß and 93 is continuous and tending to

zero, we can take Xß to be the infimum of all x for which each of the

three inequalities is valid. □

Corollary 1. There exists a number c2, which depends only on s, such

that, for all x^O, jx \s(y)\ dy ^ c2x.

Proof. The hypotheses of the theorem imply that \s\ is locally

integrable and that s is zero near the origin. Now x"1 $x \s(y)\ dy is a

continuous function on (0, 00) which is bounded at 0 and at 00, and thus

is bounded on (0, co). □

Corollary 2. Let ß > 0 and suppose that w ^ Xß, where Xß is as in

the lemma. Suppose that f is a positive monotone function on [w, z] and

i ^f(x)lf(x + ßx") ^ 2 for all x e [w, z]. Ifz^w + ßwx, then

Proof. We may assume without loss of generality that / is increasing.

If z < (w + ßw") + ß(w + ßway, then

In the other case define a sequence {xn}o by taking x0 = w, x„ =

xn-i + ßxn-i, n = 1, 2, • • • , and taking xjV+1 to be the largest number of

the sequence not exceeding z. Apply the above inequalities to each of the

intervals [w, xj, [xu x2], ■ • • , [xN, z]. □

It is now convenient to approximate the right-hand side of (*) by a

convolution. We show

Lemma 3.

f(u) \s(u)\ du ^/(z)   \s(u)\ du ^ 4/(w)Cl(z - w)

Proof. Let e > 0 be given. Write

(hx * sXx) =     hx(x - y)s(y) dy = I + II,

where

00

hÄx - y)e~avs{y) dy = eL<p(x) = o(l)
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es x —*■ co and

Write

II = f \(x - y)s(j,){1 - c^"}
Jo

rx/2    rx-vx*    rx+vx« reo

11=      + + +
Jo Jx/2 Jx—vx" Jx+vx*

where v is a large positive number to be specified presently. By Corollary 1,

Im\ l  r.    4 x l6eLc

A(x/2)2 C* 2 ~ B'Ux
< e£- • c2 - =-p- = o(l).

We can estimate the second and fourth integrals using Corollary 2. We

first replace hx(x — y) by 4/A(x — j)2 =: H(y), and note that H satisfies

the monotonicity and slow growth conditions of the corollary on each of

the two ranges. Thus

+ <2-4c1ei-^<2e/5
I Jx/2      I       I Jx+vx" I awc

provided that x is sufficiently large and v > \60c1eLjB'L''€. With this

choice of v, we estimate the third integral. If x — vx* ^ y ^ x + vx" and

x is sufficiently large, then

\el-„y _ i| ^ 2 |L - o-y = 2Lvxa-1.

Thus, by Lemma 2, we have

Fx+vx? fx+vx"

= 2Lvxa-1a        |s(}>)| dy = 0(xtt-1AxCI) = o(l).
Jx—vxa Ja;—vx"

Now if x is sufficiently large, depending on s, L, G and e, we have

\(hx*s)(x)\<e. □

Conclusion of the argument. Let %E be the indicator function of the

set E. An easy estimate shows that for any positive number M we have

K * Xi-m,ms(u) = 1 4- 0{A-!(M - M)-1},      \u\ < M,

= 0(1), always,

- 0{MX-\\u\ - M)-2}, |w| > M.

Here the constants implied by the O's are absolute. The preceding lemma

implies that {{\12M)x[_m,m] * hx * s)(x) —>■ 0 as x —>- co, where M may

tend to oo with x, so long as x _ M, say. We take M = (A + rj)x",
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where n is a positive number, presently to be specified, and write

(Xi-M.m *hx* SX*) =     <x ~ y)(Xi-M,Mi * hxXy) dy
J—ao

r-(A+2rt)xa      r-Ax<* [Ax*

+ +
J-co J-{A+2it)xa J-

J'(A+2i))x*       fx/2 fa
+ +

Ax" JU+2,)i« Jx,

Now

-(A+2i))x* J-Ax*

f(A+2>i)xx

+
JAx" J(A+2r,)x

6

say.

rx+Ax" (c ay"\

I3= s(y)dy + 0[^).
Jx-Ax* \ /.rjx' I

I2 + I4 = Oic^x"), lx + I5 = 0(cxMßr]xx), by Corollary 2, and

I6 = 0{Mc2ßx).

The four O's are absolute and the estimates are valid for all sufficiently

large x. Thus we have

j rx+Ax*

- s(y) dy
2Ax" Jx-Ax*

Cj     , Cjt] , cx(A + rj) , c2Q4 + n)**'1 , m)-+ — H-H-V 0(1)},
rjB'L*     A       AB'Lari AB'L" )

where c3 is absolute.

Given e in (0, 1), take rj so small that c3cxrj/A < e/5. Next, take L

sufficiently large that

{A + V)cxc3l(AB'L*rj) < e/5.

Then take x so large that all the preceding inequalities are valid and

c3c2(A + rfix^HAB'L*) + c3o(l) < 2e/5.

We conclude then that

1 fx+Ax!1

— s(y) dy
2Ax" Jx-Jx—Axa

< 6

for all sufficiently large x, and the proof of the theorem is complete. □

Possibly the Lx limit in the hypothesis of the theorem can be relaxed to

the Lx bound Je \S(co)\ \dm\ < oo. One would then have to show (if

possible) that the singularity of S at zero, when approached from

"within" C, was sufficiently weak to permit the application of Cauchy's

theorem.
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